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PURPOSE. To compare microperimetric sensitivity around the monocular preferred retinal
locus (mPRL) in age-related macular degeneration (AMD) to normative data, and to describe
the characteristics of visual field defects around the mPRL in AMD.
METHODS. Participants with AMD (total n ¼ 185) were either prospectively recruited (n ¼
135) or retrospectively reviewed from an existing database (n ¼ 50). Participants underwent
microperimetry using a test pattern (37 point, 58 radius) centered on their mPRL. Sensitivities
were compared to normative data by spatial interpolation, and conventional perimetric
indices were calculated. The location of the mPRL relative to the fovea and to visual field
defects was also investigated.
RESULTS. Location of mPRL varied approximately 158 horizontally and vertically. Visual field
loss within 58 of the mPRL was considerable in the majority of participants (median mean
deviation 14.7 dB, interquartile range [IQR] 19.6 to 9.6 dB, median pattern standard
deviation 7.1 dB [IQR 4.8–9.0 dB]). Over 95% of participants had mean total deviation worse
than 2 dB across all tested locations and similarly within 18 of their mPRL. A common
pattern of placing the mPRL just foveal to a region of normal pattern deviation was found in
78% of participants. Total deviation was outside normal limits in this region in 68%.
CONCLUSIONS. Despite altering fixation to improve vision, people with AMD exhibit
considerable visual field loss at and around their mPRL. The location of the mPRL was
typically just foveal to, but not within, a region of relatively normal sensitivity for the
individual, suggesting that a combination of factors drives mPRL selection.
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Microperimetry, or fundus perimetry, is increasingly beingused in the clinical assessment of central vision loss in a
range of disorders including age-related macular degeneration
(AMD).1 Due to diminished central vision, patients with AMD
and similar disorders commonly use extrafoveal retinal loca-
tions for fixation in everyday tasks such as reading and face
recognition, as well as during clinical tests such as measure-
ment of visual acuity and perimetry.2–8 While visual function
may be improved at these extrafoveal locations compared to
the damaged fovea, fixation stability is typically reduced.2,8,9
Microperimeters overcome this problem by inbuilt eye tracking
enabling gaze-contingent stimulus presentation. Unlike many
conventional perimeters, microperimeters also enable the
clinician to manually shift the position of the test grid, for
example, to test a retinal region of particular interest, and some
feature biofeedback training paradigms that aim to improve
fixation stability when fixating with a chosen extrafoveal
location.10–14
The considerable advantages of microperimetry in terms of
customizing tests to individual patients bring with them one
significant disadvantage: Because patients are tested at dispa-
rate retinal locations, either due to noncentral gaze or due to
manual selection of noncentral test locations by the clinician,
comparison of measured sensitivities to conventional norma-
tive databases is not possible. Although microperimetric
sensitivity in AMD has been previously studied,15–19 because
of this limitation it has not been possible to discern the
properties of visual field defects caused by AMD at nonfoveal
locations, relative to normative data. We have recently
demonstrated a spatial interpolation method that enables
comparison to normative data in microperimetry, as well as
the calculation of local and global summary indices20 that are
familiar from conventional automated perimetry.21 In this study,
we used this method to explore the properties of micro-
perimetric defects in patients with AMD, tested at their self-
selected retinal fixation locations, which we term the
monocular preferred retinal locus (mPRL). We also hypothe-
sized that patients would use their visual sensitivity to guide
their choice of mPRL location, and that this would be revealed
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by comparison of microperimetric sensitivities to normative
data.
METHODS
This study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Data were collected from the University of Nottingham and the
University College London (UCL) Institute of Ophthalmology.
Data collection at the University of Nottingham received
approval from the National Health Service (NHS) National
Research Ethics Service, and all participants gave written
informed consent to take part. Data collected from UCL
Institute of Ophthalmology were retrospectively collected
from the anonymized database of the EFFECT Study (Brown
GM, et al. IOVS 2016;57:ARVO E-Abstract 5171). Approval to
retrospectively use the anonymized data for this study was
granted by the NHS National Research Ethics Service.
Participants
Participants at the University of Nottingham (n ¼ 135, 78
female) were prospectively recruited via advertisements in
local clinics, media, and a patient newsletter. Data from
participants at UCL Institute of Ophthalmology (n ¼ 50) were
retrospectively collected from suitable participants of the
EFFECT Study (Brown GM, et al. IOVS 2016;57:ARVO E-
Abstract 5171). All participants had clinically diagnosed AMD
in one or both eyes. In order for the study population to be as
representative as possible of the clinical use of microperimetry
in AMD, any type of AMD at any manifest stage was eligible for
inclusion, and current or past treatment or the lack thereof did
not affect inclusion. Participants had no known coexisting or
previous eye disease that could affect the visual field, except
for mild cataract, and had not undergone intraocular surgery
except uncomplicated cataract surgery. All participants were
aged over 50 years, were able to perform the microperimetry
test, and had refractive error within the range that can be
compensated for by the microperimeter’s inbuilt focusing
(15.00 to þ10.00 diopter [D] spherical equivalent and
maximum 4.00 D cylinder).
Prospectively recruited participants in Nottingham attend-
ed a single study visit during which they provided their
ophthalmic history and undertook microperimetry (see later),
visual acuity measurement using an Early Treatment Diabetic
Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) letter chart, and slit-lamp binocular
indirect ophthalmoscopy to verify the diagnosis of AMD and
confirm the lack of coexisting eye disease. If both eyes met the
inclusion criteria, both were tested, but only data from the
worse eye were included in the main analysis.
For retrospective data from UCL, we included the most
recent eligible test where more than one was present. Again, in
cases where data from both eyes were present we included the
worse eye in the main analysis.
Because binocular PRL location may be driven by the vision
of the better eye if AMD is binocular but unequal between the
two fellow eyes, a supplementary analysis of mPRL location
was also performed to consider the better eyes of those
participants who had AMD in both eyes. This analysis included
32 participants (24 from Nottingham, 8 from UCL).
Microperimetry
All tests were conducted using the 4-2 Expert test of the MAIA
microperimeter (CenterVue, Padova, Italy). Data from UCL
were collected using a MAIA-1, while participants in Notting-
ham were tested on a MAIA-2. However, there is no difference
in the testing procedure, stimulus, or background between the
two instruments; therefore the results are entirely interchange-
able. The 4-2 Expert test uses Goldmann size III (0.438
diameter) stimuli, a 37-point concentric test pattern with 58
radius, and a staircase thresholding procedure that increments
by 4 dB until the first reversal and then by 2 dB until
terminating on the second reversal. It should be noted that due
to differences in maximum stimulus luminance the dB scale
used by the MAIA instruments differs from that of some other
common perimeters.
The test pattern was centered on the mPRL, as determined
by the instrument during an initial 10-second period of fixation
during which gaze is monitored and the mean horizontal and
vertical gaze position is taken as the mPRL. Once the mPRL is
established, the stimuli are presented in a gaze-contingent
fashion, with the eye being tracked at 25 Hz via the live
scanning laser ophthalmoscope image. Participants who
struggled to see the standard fixation marker (0.788 diameter
circle) were guided toward it using the instrument’s alternative
markers (crosses in selectable positions closing in on the
central annulus) as appropriate. The MAIA instruments require
a 2.5-mm pupil for successful image capture; natural pupils
were used if they were sufficiently large, otherwise pupils
were dilated with one drop of 0.5% tropicamide prior to
testing. All participants completed sufficient practice for the
perimetrist to be convinced that the task was fully understood.
Tests not deemed reliable due to excessive eye movement
were discarded and repeated.
Data Analysis
Data from left eyes were converted to right eye format for
analysis. Since test locations are reported by the instrument
relative to the optic disc, the location of the mPRL on the retina
was determined assuming that the optic disc was in the
average position from our previous normative study using the
same instrument (in right eye retinal coordinates relative to the
fovea; 15.548, 2.128).21,22 This method is subject to error due to
individual variation in the relative locations of the fovea and
optic disc; however, this variation has been shown to
minimally affect comparison to normative data in the central
retina.21 All sensitivity estimates were adjusted by 0.05576 dB
per year to age 26 (the median age of participants in the
normative database) to account for sensitivity decline with
normal aging. This adjustment factor was taken from the
central 17 points of Figure 2 of Heijl et al.23
Age-adjusted sensitivities at each location were then
compared to the series of normative surfaces at corresponding
locations as previously described in full.21 Briefly, individual
participants are tested at different retinal locations due to
disparate mPRL locations on which the test grids are centered.
It is therefore not possible to compare sensitivities to
conventional pointwise normative data. For this reason,
sensitivities are compared to the corresponding locations on
high-resolution fitted surfaces to calculate indices that are
ultimately analogous to those used in the common Humphrey
Field Analyzer series of perimeters (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena,
Germany).20 Sensitivities are compared to the mean normative
surface to determine total deviation (TD) values, and sensitiv-
ities adjusted for TD at the location with 85th percentile
sensitivity are again compared to the mean normative surface
to determine pattern deviation (PD) values. We also compare
TD and PD values to a surface fitted to the empirical 5th
percentile of the normative data in order to derive TD and PD
probability maps. Global summary indices mean deviation
(MD) and pattern standard deviation (PSD) are calculated using
an additional surface fitted to the variance of the normative
data.
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For the present study, we also consider the choice of mPRL
location made by the participants. We calculated mean TD and
PD both across the whole tested region and within 18 of the
mPRL to test the hypothesis that participants located their
mPRL in an area of normal sensitivity. We also considered the
spatial location of the mPRL in relation to apparent defects on
TD and PD 5% probability maps.
All analyses were carried out in R (version 3.2.0).24
RESULTS
Data from one eye each of 185 patients with AMD were
included. Participants were aged 57 to 97 years (median 80
years). Participants chose varied mPRL locations with a range
of approximately 158 horizontally and vertically. There was a
tendency toward mPRLs to be superiorly (median 0.598,
interquartile range [IQR] 0.478 to 2.018) and nasally (mean
0.88, IQR0.608 to 1.798) displaced on the retina relative to the
presumed location of the anatomic fovea. Considered in visual
field space, mPRLs tended to be displaced to the left (median
0.558, IQR 1.678 left to 0.928 right) and inferiorly (median
0.598, IQR 2.018 inferior to 0.478 superior). Of the 185
participants, 100 had mPRL locations outside of the normative
population limits for relative fovea–optic disc location. The
direction of the displacement of the mPRL relative to the
presumed location of the anatomic fovea remained the same
for these participants. The distance between the mPRL and the
presumed location of the anatomic fovea was only weakly
related to fixation stability (95% bivariate contour ellipse area)
during the initial 10-second period over which the mPRL was
established (Spearman’s q 0.3, P < 0.001, see Supplementary
Fig. S1). The full distribution of mPRL locations in both retinal
and visual field space is shown in Figure 1.
Across all tested locations (within 58 radius of the mPRL)
most participants exhibited considerable visual loss, with
median MD14.7 dB (IQR19.6 to9.6 dB) and median PSD
7.1 dB (IQR 4.8–9.0 dB). Figure 2 shows the complete
distribution of MD and PSD for all participants. The relative
paucity of points in the lower portion of Figure 2 reflects that
few participants exhibited low PSD (5% < 2.5 dB), indicating
that sensitivity loss tended to be deep and localized rather than
shallow, diffuse loss. The inverted ‘‘U’’ shape of the outer
envelope of the data is likely due to floor effects in the
combination of MD and PSD. For example, in the limiting case
where all points are perimetrically blind, MD will be maximally
negative, but PSD will necessarily be zero.
Figure 3 shows the distributions of mean TD and PD at all
tested locations and at only those locations within 18 radius of
the mPRL. Again, most patients exhibited considerable
sensitivity loss; 95% of participants had mean TD worse than
2.0 dB across all locations, and this proportion increased to
97% when only locations within 18 of the mPRL were
considered. At the central point of the test pattern, represent-
ing the closest approximation available to the center of the
mPRL, TD was outside normal limits in 183 of 185 participants
(99%). Median TD at this location was13.8 dB (IQR23.2 to
8.4dB). At the same central location, PD was outside normal
limits in 154 participants (83%); median PD was6.6 dB (IQR
10.7 to 4.0 dB). Similar to Figure 2, the ‘‘U’’ shape of the
outer envelope of the data in Figure 3a is due to the interaction
of the mean TD and mean PD in extreme cases. For example, if
TD is maximally negative at all locations, then all locations are
equivalent and PD at all locations is zero. Such a pattern is less
evident in Figure 3b because the calculation of PD at locations
within 18 of the mPRL is influenced by sensitivity at locations
outside this region.
Across all tested participants and tested locations, TD fell
below the 5th percentile of the normative surface at median 36
of 37 locations (IQR 29–37). The same proportion for PD was
median 24 of 37 locations (IQR 20–27).
Eighty-one (44%) participants had noncentral regions
within the tested area, that is, within 58 radius of the mPRL
FIGURE 1. The distribution of monocular preferred retinal loci for all participants, shown in (a) retina space for a left eye and (b) visual field space.
In both portions of the figure the white cross indicates the presumed location of the anatomic fovea, and the dashed ellipse represents the 95%
normative population limits from our previous study.21,22 The large gray circle in (a) indicates the optic disc location. The data (a) are shown for a
left eye to allow for a positive abscissa.
FIGURE 2. Mean deviation versus pattern standard deviation for all
patients, centered on their monocular preferred retinal locus.
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but not at the mPRL, that had sensitivity within normal limits.
In 77% of occurrences this region of normal sensitivity was at a
greater distance from the anatomic fovea than the chosen
mPRL. One hundred forty-five participants (78%) exhibited a
common pattern of fixating just foveal to a region with
sensitivity within normal limits by PD, that is, a region of
relatively normal sensitivity for that individual. Among those
78% of participants, this pattern was apparent only on the PD
probability plot (not the TD probability plot) in 68% of cases.
This proportion of participants selecting an mPRL just foveal to
a region of normal PD was similar when we considered either
dataset alone (Nottingham data 79%, UCL data 76%). We also
considered only those participants whose mPRL location fell
outside of the normative population 95% limits for relative
fovea–optic disc locations (i.e., those whose mPRL was clearly
separated from the anatomic fovea). In these participants, 85%
exhibited the same pattern of fixation just foveal to a region of
normal PD, and this was not apparent on the TD probability
plot in 69% of those cases. Figure 4 shows examples from five
participants who showed this pattern of fixation.
In the supplementary analysis of mPRL location in the
better eyes of participants with binocular AMD (n ¼ 32) we
found broadly similar properties. Eighteen (56%) had regions
with sensitivity within normal limits within the tested area. Of
those 18 participants, the region with normal sensitivity was at
the same or lower eccentricity than the mPRL in 6 cases. The
common pattern of fixating just foveal to a region with
sensitivity within normal limits by PD discussed above was
observed in 20 cases (63%), and 13 of these (65%) were not
apparent from TD probability plots.
DISCUSSION
People with AMD exhibit significant visual field loss within 58
of fixation, even when they are allowed to fixate eccentrically
using a nonfoveal retinal region of their choice. In this study,
people with AMD were tested using gaze-contingent micro-
perimetry centered on the mPRL, the region of retina they had
chosen to fixate with. We observed a wide variation in mPRL
location between participants (Fig. 1), with different partici-
pants fixating with disparate areas of retina. Given that people
choose to fixate extrafoveally due to the localized damage to
their central retina, it seems reasonable that they would use a
functionally normal area of retina. However, in this study, we
found significant visual loss in the majority of patients both
within 58 and within 18 radius of the mPRL, and at the test
location centered on the mPRL. This visual loss is age adjusted
and relative to a healthy population at the same retinal
eccentricity, so it exists even after accounting for sensitivity
decline with age and eccentricity. People with AMD therefore
move their chosen point of fixation, but not typically to a point
where their vision is unaffected by the disease. This finding is
consistent with previous studies showing that people with
AMD tend not to locate their PRL at the retinal location with
greatest microperimetric sensitivity,25 and that visual acuity
and letter contrast sensitivity at the PRL is typically worse than
that of visually healthy participants at the same retinal
eccentricity.26
Visual field loss close to fixation as exhibited by the majority
of participants in this study is likely to impact upon the daily
visual tasks most complained of by people with AMD such as
face recognition, shopping, and reading.27 Faces span approx-
imately 28 of visual angle at approximately 5 m, and the same
angular subtense at a typical reading distance represents
around 1.4 cm on the page (one or two words of typical print).
The scotomas evident within 18 radius of fixation in this study
are therefore likely to have significant impact on daily tasks,
which may be additional to that of reduced visual acuity.
In this study, we found a common pattern of mPRL location
just foveal to a region of normal PD. This pattern occurred in
nearly 80% of all participants in both independent datasets and
in 85% of patients whose mPRL was distinctly separated from
the fovea. The region of normal PD had sensitivity within
normal limits (normal TD) in only approximately one-third of
these cases, so the choice of mPRL seems to be made to be
adjacent to a region of relatively high sensitivity compared to
the nearby surrounding retina. Better sensitivity at the point of
fixation could therefore be achieved in approximately 80% of
study participants by encouraging them to fixate 18 or 28 more
eccentrically; however, it is as yet untested whether this would
compromise their vision in another way, for example, in terms
of visual acuity. It may be that their choice of mPRL represents
a trade-off between contrast sensitivity as measured by the
microperimeter and other visual factors such as visual acuity
and neural conditioning to fixate with the fovea. Further study
is ongoing in our lab to investigate this, though it is worth
noting that people with Stargardt’s disease have been
previously reported to fixate more eccentrically to their central
scotoma than do those with AMD.3
Participants in this study demonstrated a tendency to place
their mPRL in their left and/or inferior visual field, with those
with greater displacement being more likely to use inferior
than superior visual field (Fig. 1b). This finding is consistent
with previous reports investigating PRL locations relative to
manifest scotomas in central retinal disease.3–6 One previous
study investigated PRL location longitudinally following the
FIGURE 3. Distributions of mean total deviation and mean pattern deviation across (a) all locations and (b) locations within 18 radius of the
monocular preferred retinal locus.
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onset of disease in the second affected eye, finding that PRLs
were initially distributed evenly among the cardinal meridians,
but commonly became established in left and/or inferior visual
field by the study endpoint.7 In the context of these previous
studies, the wide distribution of mPRL locations found in the
present study indicates that many are unlikely to be well-
established, stable functional adaptations. This is unsurprising
given that many of the participants had monocular disease;
however, it is likely that our data represent initial mPRL
selections in most patients, and this is reflected in the
consistent patterns of fixation observed between participants.
Further, the results of the subanalysis of the better eyes of
participants with binocular AMD also conformed to a similar
pattern. It is possible that the monocular environment of the
FIGURE 4. Examples from five participants (rows A–E) who demonstrated the pattern of fixating just foveal to a region of pattern deviation within
normal limits. Columns: (i) the scanning laser ophthalmoscope image with superimposed test pattern, (ii) measured sensitivity at each tested
location, points color coded according to the instrument’s own scale, (iii) total deviation probability plots, (iv) pattern deviation probability plots.
In columns (iii) and (iv), black squares indicate points below the 5th percentile of the normal population, dots indicate points within normal
limits. Test patterns in columns (iii) and (iv) are centered on the monocular preferred retinal locus, which is deviated from the presumed location
of the anatomic fovea (green crosses) by the distance and direction indicated by the green arrows. Mean deviation (MD) and pattern standard
deviation are also shown. Note that visual field sensitivities are represented in retinal orientation to match the image in column (i); this is inverted
relative to visual field space and conventional clinical representations of the visual field.
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microperimetry test may force a similar compensation process
as would occur at the onset of new binocular vision loss prior
to the longer-term development of more stable eccentric
fixation strategies.
Although the choice of mPRL location followed a strikingly
common pattern among the study participants, there are
further caveats to the interpretation of this finding. The visual
environment of the microperimetry test (monocular, uniform
background with fixation marker, aiming to detect small white
lights) is unlike our usual complex visual environment.
Therefore, it is not known whether the choice of mPRL made
for undergoing microperimetry is representative of that used in
patients’ daily tasks, or for specific tasks with different visual
demands such as reading. Their choice of mPRL therefore is
probably representative of people’s initial selection when first
confronted with central vision loss, rather than necessarily that
used in long-established disease. This, however, represents an
opportunity for principled training in eccentric fixation
strategies for those who lose central vision bilaterally, using
retinal locations carefully chosen to provide optimum vision in
natural conditions.
The methods used in this study and our previous study21
allow sensitivities measured by microperimetry at any central
retinal location to be compared to equivalent normative data.
Microperimeters typically allow the clinician to manually
position the test pattern in a location of interest. Recent
studies have hinted at the possibility of sensitivity loss,
measurable by microperimetry, preceding damage visible by
current imaging techniques in progressing cases of AMD
(Krishnan A, et al. IOVS 2016;57:ARVO E-Abstract 6100).19,28
These methods, therefore, may be useful in enabling micro-
perimetry to be used as a tool for detecting early signs of
disease spread across wider areas of retina, enabling timely
treatment to prevent further vision loss. To improve the
methods, a larger multicenter normative database would be
advantageous, and an improved method of determining the
precise location of the mPRL relative to the anatomic fovea
would allow for yet further improvements in the accuracy of
the normative data comparison.21
In conclusion, people with AMD typically have significant
visual field loss at, and in the area around, their chosen
extrafoveal fixation point (mPRL). This visual field loss is likely
to contribute to difficulties in daily tasks. The location of the
mPRL in this study likely represents initial selections made by
people when first confronted with central vision loss, and
around four in five people located their mPRL just foveal to an
area of PD within normal limits, though usually still with TD
outside normal limits. This suggests that mPRL selection, at
least initially, is multifactorial, with areas of relatively normal
sensitivity playing a significant role. Microperimetric contrast
sensitivity at the mPRL, at least, might be improved by
directing fixation to a slightly more eccentric location than
initially selected by patients, similar to the fixation patterns
observed in Stargardt’s disease.3
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